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ABSTRACT 

 
This system will provide a platform to learn hacking and organize “Capture The Flag” contest. 

This platform is created intentionally vulnerable which will help people to attack vulnerable 

machines and learn to hack and improve their hacking skills. Hackers are always thinking of 

new and creative ways to get into data, so it's the job of information security analysts to find 

risks before hackers do. If they want to keep up with the constantly changing environment in 

which cyber-attacks happen, they will need constant training (especially in secure coding). This 

training will be available on our website. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Project overview  

“illus1onCTF” is a fun and addicting way to learn about cyber security. You can earn points 

by taking part in CTF contests, solving challenges, and taking short lessons to keep your 

hacking streak going. 

 

The “illus1onCTF” is an online CTF platform that will provide some services related to cyber 

security, such as CTF challenges, and CTF contests, which will help users learn new and 

upgraded technology related to cybersecurity. This system also provides an efficient way of 

managing CTF contests. Organizations can host their contests on our website.  

 

"illus1onCTF" goes way beyond textbooks and focuses on fun, interactive lessons that help 

you put theory into practice. Simulations, intentionally weak technology based on real-world 

examples, and more will give you an immersive learning experience. Leaderboard makes a 

competitive way to learn to hack. That knowledge can be used to make our application secure. 

 

1.2 Project Purpose 

The purpose of “illus1onCTF” is to serve Users to learn hacking in a practical way. Penetration 

testing or trying to hack websites is illegal in Bangladesh  doesn’t if it’s for learning or any 

other that’s a crime. “illus1onCTF” provides a legal way where users can hack our website or 

penetrate for learning purposes. “illus1onCTF” provides an intentionally created vulnerable 

machine which is created to be hacked, if someone can hack that machine he/she will get a 

flag. If someone can capture the flag he/she will get points according to the difficulty and will 

acquire position according to the score.  
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Functionality Provided by “illus1onCTF” 

● Many Challenges to Practice. 

● Will be a new platform for organizing new CTF contests. 

● Opportunity to play offensive, exploiting the same types of vulnerabilities 

●  Help you to think like a hacker. 

● Competitive way of practicing.   

● Step By Step Learning Path for new users.  

● Can solve challenges according to categories like XSS, cryptography, etc.  

● All of the challenges are set up so that they can be exploited. So it's a great way to get 

real-world experience in a legal way. 

 

1.3 Background 

We live in a time when there are more and more cyberattacks every day. In the cyber world, 

it's become more important than anything else to have a security team that is reliable, active, 

and aware. And this security team needs constant training, especially in secure coding, to keep 

up with the constantly changing environment in which cyberattacks happen. Hackers are 

always thinking of new and creative ways to get into data, so it's the job of information security 

analysts to find risks before hackers do. They have to think like hackers and act before the 

hacker does. So, for constant training, we need machines where we can attack and learn. But 

it’s totally illegal in Bangladesh. So, how can we learn? To overcome this issue and create a 

platform where there will be a CTF contest and also where machines were created to be hacked 

which makes a legal way to train learners. 
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1.4 Benefits and Beneficiaries 

 
This platform will be helpful for persons who are stuck in the midway of learning to hack, and 

who are looking for a guide to learn to hack. or that person, who wants to practice his skill by 

attacking real machines but can’t find a way to as it’s illegal. Also, help some organizations 

who want to organize CTF contests, but don’t have any platform where they can host their 

contests. 

 

1.5 Stakeholders 

 
A stakeholder is someone who can be influenced or influenced by an organization, strategy, or 

project. They can come from inside or outside the company, and they can be senior or junior. 

I have some stakeholders for this platform. 

● User  

● Author  

● Contest Manager 

● Admin 

 

 1.6 Project Schedule 
 

Considering the short time, I had to create a schedule in order to complete the project before 

the deadline. It also describes the action that must be taken to finish the task.. I used Trello for 

tracking.  
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1.6.1 Release plan and Milestone  
 

The plans are given below:  

Table: Release Plan 

 

Activities Duration in Week Total Week 

Research W1, W2 2 

Planning W2, W3, W4, W5 4 

Design W5, W6, W7, W8 4 

Development W9, W10, W11, W12 4 

Testing W13, W14 2 

Documentation W14, W15, W16 3 

Software release W17 1 

 

 

1.7 Objective 
 

The main objective of this project is to make it legal for people to attack and learn to hack.  

 

● Gain knowledge about introductory through advanced level cybersecurity principles in 

our non-competitive && competitive features of the illus1ionCTF. 

● Learn by following a structured path and reinforce your skills in a real-world 

environment by completing guided objective-based tasks and challenges. 

● Everything can be accessed for free without organizing the contest.  

● Help you to learn how hackers will hack the system, which will help you to write secure 

code for applications.  

● As it’s a web application, it can be accessed from anywhere.  
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CHAPTER 2: REQUIREMENT ENGINEERING 

 
 

Functional requirements define a system or its components. It tells "what the system should 

do." Functional requirements are set by the user. Meeting these requirements is mandatory. The 

use case talks about it. 

 

2.1 The functional requirements of “illus1onCTF” are: 
 

User:  

 

● This Website will allow the User to Sign Up & Sign in.  

 

● This Website will not allow Users to Signup or Sign in without a valid Credential. 

 

● This Website will be able to remember User Credentials.  

 

● This Website will allow Users to reset these Credentials.  

 

● This Website will allow Users to add and update their info and Credentials.  

 

● User Can Solve CTF challenges.  

 

● User will get points for solving challenges. 

 

● User can follow, view, and chat with other Users.  

 

● Users can Rate Challenges and can share on social media.  

 

● User Can write editorials to help the community.  

 

● This website will allow the User to become an Author when he gets a specific point . 

  

● This website will not allow the User to view anything outside of his role.  

 

● User Can search, view, and share challenges without even Signing in. 
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Author: 

 

● Author can do everything like the User. 

 

● A User will get Author Permission when he gets specific points or the admin makes 

him. 

 

●  Author Can Create-Read-Update-Delete his Challenges( published or unpublished). 

 

● Author Can publish their challenges to the website but it’s required Admin Approval.  

 

● Unpublished Challenges won’t be visible to other users except for The creator. 

 

 

Contest Manager:  

 

● Can do everything like Author only in Contest.  

 

● Can Manage Contest Can manage roles like Moderator, Author etc for the contest.  

 

● Can manage users who can participate in contests.  

 

● Can ban Participants in contests.  

 

● Can freeze scoreboard.  

 

● Can create a dummy account for testing purposes.  

 

● All contributors can add published or unpublished Challenges to the contest . 

 

 

Admin: 

 

● Can Sign with predefined Credentials.  

 

● Can Create New Admin.  

 

● Can Update info and credentials.  

 

● Can manage Categories.  

 

● Can Manage Users.  

 

● Can approve or reject Challenges.  
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● Can change user Role. 

 

● Can control almost everything. 

 

 

2.2 Non-functional Requirements 
 

Non-functional requirements define the quality attributes of a system. It specifies, “How should 

the system fulfill the functional requirements?” A non-functional requirement is specified by 

technical people or software developers. It is mandatory to meet these requirements. It is 

captured as a quality attribute.  

The non-functional requirements of “illus1onCTF” are: 

● The Website should Be Highly Responsive and states should be managed perfectly.  

 

● Third-Party Integrations Consistency on the website shall be maintained across all the 

web pages. 

 

●  Users must change the initially assigned login password immediately after the first 

successful login.  

 

● Moreover, the initial should never be reused. Advanced encryption algorithms must 

be integrated. 

 

●  Should Have a Firewall to detect malicious activity.  

 

● Advanced access control shall be included on this website.  

 

● Every unsuccessful attempt by a user to access an item of data shall be recorded. 

 

● If an unsuccessful attempt is more than 10 then ip should be banned for some time. 

 

● This website should be capable enough to handle at least 20k users without affecting 

its performance.  

 

● Websites should load as fast as possible.  

 

● Developers should use only the required size of images.  

 

● Large-resolution images can take more time to load.  

● Should have database backup. 
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CHAPTER 3: SYSTEM ANALYSIS, DESIGN & 

SPECIFICATION 

 
 

3.1 Development Model 

In order to develop the project “illus1onCTF,” we have adopted Agile SDLC Models. As we 

know the agile model is best for medium to large projects. Because there can be multiple 

updates and upgrades. Whenever we have new requirements or new upgrades, we can easily 

adopt them. As we are creating a CTF platform, we need to adopt cutting-edge technologies. 

If there are any issues found, they can be resolved easily in the agile model. 

 
Figure 3.1: Agile Model 
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3.2 Use Case Diagram 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.1: Use case diagram for illus1ionCTF 
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Figure 3.2.2: Use case diagram for Author 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.3: Use case diagram for Contest Manager 
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Use Case description 

 

3.2.1 Registration 

 

Description This system has a registration form that users 

and service requesters can fill out to sign up 

and send in service requests. 

 

 

3.2.2 Log-In 

 

Description This module is used to log in/signup in to 
the list of the illus1onCTF. 

 

 

3.2.3 View challenges 

 

Description Users can view challenges and browse to 

machines to capture the flag of those challenges. 

 

 

3.2.4 Submit challenges 

 

Description After capturing the flag, users can submit that 

flag to verify that, that’s the flag of that 

challenge. 

 

 

3.2.5 Filter/Search 

 

Description Users can choose specific challenges using 
filters. 

 

 

3.2.6 Participate Contest 

 

Description Users can participate in contests to increase their 

skills, and practice competitive hacking. 
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3.2.7 Manage Challenges 

 

Description 

 
Admin and Contest manager can manage 

challenges. But admin can manage all challenges 

except Contest challenges, but the Contest 

manager can manage Contest challenges but 

can’t manage outside of the contest.  

 

3.2.8 Manage Role 

 

Description Admin can manage the Role of the user. And 

also can update the user Role. 

 

3.2.9 CRUD CTF 

 

Description Author can Create, Read, Update, and Delete 

challenges that he created. But those are initially 

unpublished. 

 

3.2.10 Publish CTF 

 

Description Author Challenges are initially unpublished. If he 

wants to publish his challenges, He can  request 

to publish on Public pages. But the admin needs 

to approve that. 

 

3.2.11 UnPublish CTF 

 

Description After Published Author can unpublish for 

changes but that also needs admin approval. 

 

3.2.12 UnPublish CTF 

 

Description After Published Author can unpublish for 

changes but that also needs admin approval. 

 

 

3.2.13 Manage Contest 

 

Description After getting access to the contest, the contest 

manager has full access to the contest. 
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3.2.14 Manage Role 

 

Description Contest manager can add moderators, Authors, 

and Judges for the Contest and can change roles 

if he wants. 

 

3.2.15 Manage Participants 

 

Description Contest manager can create private contests and 

can generate custom users for the contest. 

 

3.2.16 Manage ScoreBoard 

 

Description Contest manager can Freeze or UnFreeze the 

scoreboard to make the contest more interesting. 

 

 

3.3 Activity Diagram 

 

 
Figure 3.3.1: Registration Activity Diagram 
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Figure 3.3.2: Login Activity Diagram 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3.3: UpdateActivity Diagram 
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Figure 3.3.4: Searching Activity Diagram 

 

 
Figure 3.3.5: Solve CTF Activity Diagram 
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Figure 3.3.6: Participate Contest  Activity Diagram 

 

 
Figure 3.3.7: Rate Challenges Activity Diagram 
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Figure 3.3.8: Connection Activity Diagram 

 

 
Figure 3.3.9: Publish Challenges Activity Diagram 
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Figure 3.3.10:Contest Moderator Activity Diagram 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3.11: Role Update Activity Diagram 
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Figure 3.3.12: Add Challenges Activity Diagram 

 

 
Figure 3.3.13: Freeze Scoreboard Activity Diagram 
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Figure 3.3.14: Generate Participant Activity Diagram 

User Panel: 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3.15: Activity Diagram of User Panel 
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Author Panel:  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3.16: Activity Diagram of Admin Panel 

 

Contest Manager Panel:  

 
 

Figure 3.3.17: Activity Diagram of Contest Manager Panel 
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Admin Panel:  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3.18: Activity Diagram of Admin Panel 

 

3.4 Entity Relationship Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.4: Entity Relationship Diagram of illus1onCTF 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM TESTING 

 
 

4.1 Feature Testing 
 

Feature testing is considered to add and modify the feature system of the new features. New 

functionality of the system will arrive here with the uppermost system. And the main. Those 

are designed to make the web application more efficient, useful, reliable, effective, and secure. 

 

4.1.1 Features to be tested 

 

Table-4.1: Features priority table 

 

Features Priority Description 

Login 4 The user must be authenticated with valid credentials.  

Registration 4 Users need to register to access all features. 

Authorization 5 Our web app should authorize users according to their 

role. And respond according to that. 

Log out 2 Users can Logout from our web app. 

Update Credential 3 User can update their credentials by changing their 

name, email, or password. 

Filter 1 Users can find specific challenges by filtering. 

Solve CTF 1 Checking if the user can solve CTF with a valid flag 

Manage CTF 1 Only the Author and admin can CRUD CTF. 

Category Management 3 Only the Admin can manage the category.  

Score Board 2 Scoreboard should show according to the user's 

Score. 

Role Management 4 User roles can be changed by admin or specific score. 

Contest Management 3 User can host a contest if he gets permission from the 

admin.  

Response Time 4 Response time should be as minimum as possible. 

Moderator Management 2 Can add moderators in the Contest. 
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Author Management 2 Admin can update user roles and remove their roles. 

Publish Challenge 2 Author can request to publish challenges. 

Participant Generation 1 Contest manager can generate private users for 

specific Contests. 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Test Strategies 
 

 4.2.1 Test approach 

 

I used two different kinds of testing to make sure that my system was good. I focused on 

functional testing and structural testing mainly. 

● Black Box Testing, which is also called "functional testing," is a type of testing that 

doesn't look at how a system or component works on the inside. Instead, it only looks 

at the outputs that come from certain inputs and execution conditions. 

● White-box testing, which is also called structural testing and glass-box testing, is a type 

of testing that looks at how a system or component works on the inside. 

 

 

4.2.2 Testing Schedule 

 

Test Phase Time 

Planning 1 W 

Unit Testing During development time 

Component Testing During development time 

UI Testing 1W 

Usability Testing 3 Days 

Responsive Testing 3 Days 

Database Testing 1w 

Performance Testing 1w 
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Compatibility Testing 1w 

Accessibility testing 1w 

Stress Testing 1w 

Security Testing 2w 
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CHAPTER 5: USER MANUAL 

 
 

5.1 Registration: 

 

 
 

 

Log In :   
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Forgot Password :  

 

 
 

 

 

User Dashboard : 
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Challenge Page :  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Log Out : 
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Filtering options :  
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Challenge View:  

 

 
 

 

Challenge View Manual: 

 

 

 

 

Admin panel:  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 Project Summary 

We live in a time where almost everything is connected with technology. Where cyberattacks 

are increasing day by day. In this cyber world, making our data secure is one of the greatest 

challenges. Hackers are always thinking of new and creative ways to get into data, so it's the 

job of information security analysts to find risks before hackers do. If they want to keep up 

with the constantly changing environment in which cyber-attacks happen, they will need 

constant training (especially in secure coding). But, how can people train themselves? They 

had to know first how to exploit. If they know how to exploit then they can make it more secure. 

but attacking other servers or applications is illegal. People need a legal way to learn to hack, 

a place where they can attack without thinking of the law. “illus1onCTF” is providing that 

feature. "illus1onCTF" is providing a platform where there will be many challenges to practice, 

which will help users to train. There will be many contests on a weekly or monthly basis, which 

will provide a competitive environment, people will compete within themselves and that will 

encourage them to practice and learn more on a daily basis. 

 

6.2 Tool and platform 

Hardware specification: 

Processor 1.6 GHz or faster processor 

Ram 1.5 GB 

Disk Space 4GB of available hard disk 
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Software specification: 

 

OS Windows 10 

Frontend HTML, CSS, JS 

Library Axios, Redux 

Frameworks React, Bootstrap5, Laravel  

Backend Php ( Laravel), REST API, Passport(Auth) 

Text editor VS Code 

Database MySQL 

Clients Google Chrome, Firefox, Brave, Chromium 

Web server Apache 

Drawing tools Draw.io, OneNote, Photoshop 

 

6.3 Limitations 

 

● SMS alert facility is not available. 

● As it was created with React that’s why the website is not SEO friendly. 

● Registration Email verification is not available. 

● Chatting and connection are not available right now. 

● Contest manager and Author roles are not available right now. 

● Hosting contest is in progress.  

 

6.4 Future Scope 
 

There are many things that can be simplified and made user-friendly. We can increase some of 

the codings to enhance functionality. We are mainly focused on the hosting contest, but this is 

still in progress. We wanna make our website simple so that we can get many contributors, 

who can help us create as many challenges as possible. The more users can train the more they 

will learn. That’s why there will be a facility for becoming an Author after getting a specific 
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score. It now lacks the ability to back up the database. The next development will be to enable 

the backup capability to be bundled, allowing users to perform activities based on previous 

data. As technology emerges, it is possible to upgrade the system and can be adaptable to the 

desired environment.  
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